Traditionally progressive. Since 1950, the name Frankenberger has stood for all-round competence in the world of linings. Today, over half a century later, Frankenberger Futterstoffe is more than ever a sought-after partner that satisfies with its performance, reliability and quality.
A STAR PERFORMANCE. We sell and refine textile linings, and supply the textile industry, the apparel industry and retail and wholesale companies worldwide. Our long-established company is well known for its wide range of products, extensive stock, fair prices, and outstanding service. With our adaptability and flexibility, we retain our customers’ trust, season after season.

How we see things.
The name Frankenberger stands for rock-solid partnership. Dedicated commitment, first-class quality, and outstanding customer service are the eternal cornerstones of how we think and behave.

We base everything we do on our customers’ requirements. Our optimal working relationship with our suppliers and refiners enables us to deliver quickly, reliably and in accordance with individual requirements.

The star in our company logo symbolises all this and more. It stands for performance and passion, fairness and friendliness, compassion and social responsibility. It embodies the spirit of trust-based teamwork that characterizes our company.
Performance on a global stage. It started out with a small number of fabric grades – now it’s a complete collection. Back then, the customers were individual tailors – now they are world-renowned clothing manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers. Today, linings from Frankenberger are used all over the world.
**A LOT TO OFFER.** COLOURS, FIBRES, FACINGS – LININGS ARE OUR PASSION. WHETHER IT’S INNER LINING MADE FROM VISCOSE, ACETATE OR POLYESTER OR POCKET LINING, DECORATION MATERIAL OR HABERDASHERY – WE HAVE MORE THAN TWO MILLION METRES IN STOCK, IN ALL GRADES AND COLOURS, ALL DETERMINED BY OUR CUSTOMERS’ REQUIREMENTS.

**Spotlight: Inner lining.**
A mark of distinction in every item of clothing. Inner linings not only add a special something to the appearance of items of clothing – they also improve comfort for the wearer. The layer of air between the lining and the material creates a pleasant «air conditioning» effect. Putting on and taking off garments has never been easier thanks to inner linings. They support the shape of a garment and, by means of various weaves, colours and prints, can create fashionable accents.

**Spotlight: Decoration material.**
Make your decorations varied and colourful – with linings. Whether you need standard quality or flame-retardant fabric in accordance with DIN B1, linings have many and varied uses when it comes to furnishings. They’re value for money and available in a wide range of colours, and are often easier to use than other decorative materials.

**Spotlight: Pocket lining.**
An indispensable finishing detail. There can be no pocket without pocket lining. Pockets are both practical and decorative. The right pocket lining increases comfort for the wearer, as it is usually in contact with the skin. We have fabric grades for every requirement, and also take orders for unusual or different pocket lining ideas.

**Spotlight: Haberdashery.**
Assortment for retailers. Our strength in the clothing industry and the wholesale arena are a boon to our retail customers. We can provide immediate delivery of most grades in a wide range of colours. We also deliver individual makings-up, in unmarked packaging, directly to end-customers.
Ongoing development from generation to generation. Lukas Frankenberger founded the company in 1950. In keeping with the ethos of the traditional family company, his children Ralf, Iris and Heike took over the management of the company in 1994. A change of location and company expansions have created the necessary space and scope for continuous growth. The new fabric warehouse was built in 2003 and considerably increased capacity – so there’s plenty of space for all requirements, now and in the future. Dynamism within the company also plays an important role. Technical innovations, new legal requirements and changing market conditions make it essential to develop the company on an ongoing basis – and this applies equally to people, plant and processes.
Speedy delivery.

Stock goods that are ordered before 14:00 hours (before 10:30 hours on Fridays) are shipped on the same day to destinations within the EU. We also endeavour to ship on the same day for orders received after 14:00 hours, where possible. Orders for global destinations are usually shipped within 48 hours.

Great location.

Our central location in Germany’s Rhein-Main region means we have every possible logistical option at our disposal.

Securely packed.

If you require, we can pack your goods individually and in unmarked packaging.

As you wish.

Custom deliveries and individual order picking – customer-oriented delivery service is a given at Frankenberger Futterstoffe.